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To whom it may concern: 

 

In this booklet a selection of ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages) students from 
Hackney Community College write about their backgrounds and what ESOL is helping them to 
achieve.   They would like you to read about their lives and to try to understand how important 
learning English is to them.   

In the light of the proposals to charge ‘inactive’ unemployed adult students to study ESOL, many 
colleges across the country are facing the prospect of turning a considerable number of eager 
learners away because they cannot afford the fees.  A recent internal survey at Hackney College 
has shown that 75% of current ESOL students will be unable to pay the predicted fees for next year.    

The change in eligibility for fee remitted ESOL classes will have a dramatic impact on over 1000 
adult learners who take ESOL qualifications at the College. The classes are predominantly attended 
by women, many of whom have childcare responsibilities or are spouses of those on low incomes. 
74% out of 435 learners surveyed would not qualify for subsidy when the proposed changes go 
through and women would clearly be disproportionately affected.  Only 23% out of 351 female 
students would qualify under the new regime compared with 36% of men.   

The social and economic impact of this massive withdrawal from education shouldn’t be 
underestimated. 

      The economic value of ESOL 
 Unemployed ESOL students improve their prospects for employment 
 Unemployed ESOL students are able to access other vocational training 
 Working ESOL students contribute more to their workplace 
 Working ESOL students contribute by paying income tax 
 Professionals and skilled workers can transfer their skills to this country 

 
      The social value of ESOL  

 Learners gain independence and can contribute to the wider community 
 Parents learning ESOL can support their children at school 
 English is required for citizenship and integration 
 Support for adults at risk of mental health illnesses 
 Promoting social cohesion with hard to reach communities 
 Supporting vulnerable people as expected of civilised societies 

 

English for Speakers of Other Languages provides a wide range of learners with the tools to forge a 
new future for themselves.  Behind the acronym ESOL there are real faces with real lives. 

Please take some time to allow some of our students to introduce themselves to you.  They all have 
ESOL in common and they all need your help to enable them to continue learning English. 

 

Signed, 

The ESOL students at Hackney Community College 



Without English classes... I cannot integrate with the systems



I want to study childcare



We do not have the money to pay
expensive fees



If you can’t speak English how do
I gonna get a job?



I don’t speak only by myself but also for 
thousand of other people



I will have to pay but know I won’t be able to pay for it 
It is very difficult to live in a country without 

the country’s language



Without English I can not move on my life



Cutting ESOL causes there will be more
unemployment and isolated people



Could you accept for thousands of mothers
to stay at home without ESOL!



I myself have benefited a lot from attending ESOL classes
How can I help my children to be educated?



I want to be a nurse



I want to help my children in the future



I want to study to be a midwife



I want to study beautician



I want to be a dinner lady



There is a lot of fighting
My life would be no good if I couldn’t

learn English anymore



I’m working of tower crane operator
In the weekends I’m working in
Stoke Newington Police Station



Now I have job but maybe tomorrow haven’t



I can speak with friend(s) and neighbours



I don’t want to stay (at) home (it) is not
useful for my family



My life was in danger
I would be able to pay my own rent and tax



How can I help with my children(‘s) homework?



We were afraid every day and every night
I love this country



I want to be a social worker



If you can’t speak English how 
do I gonna get a job?


